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An Efficient Algorithm for Dynamic Shortest Path Tree
Update in Network Routing

Bin Xiao, Jiannong Cao, Zili Shao, and Edwin H.-M. Sha

Abstract: Shortest path tree (SPT) construction is essential in high
performance routing in an interior network using link state pro-
tocols. When some links have new state values, SPTs may be re-
built, but the total rebuilding of the SPT in a static way for a large
computer network is not only computationally expensive, unnec-
essary modifications can cause routing table instability. This pa-
per presents a new update algorithm, dynamic shortest path tree
(DSPT) that is computationally economical and that maintains the
unmodified nodes mostly from an old SPT to a new SPT. The pro-
posed algorithm reduces redundancy using a dynamic update ap-
proach where an edge becomes the significant edge when it is ex-
tracted from a built edge list Q. The average number of significant
edges are identified through probability analysis based on an arbi-
trary tree structure. An update derived from significant edges is
more efficient because the DSPT algorithm neglect most other re-
dundant edges that do not participate in the construction of a new
SPT. Our complexity analysis and experimental results show that
DSPT is faster than other known methods. It can also be extended
to solve the SPT updating problem in a graph with negative weight
edges.

Index Terms: Dynamic update, network routing, open shortest path
first (OSPF), shortest path tree (SPT).

I. INTRODUCTION

As demands for broadband Internet applications have grown
tremendously in recent years, it has become more important for
computer networks to use high speed routing. In the widely de-
ployed link-state-based routing protocols in Internet [1], such as
open shortest path first (OSPF) [2], [3] and intermediate system-
to-intermediate system (IS-IS) [4], [5], each router maintains a
database describing the entire topology of an autonomous sys-
tem. This database is built from the collected link-state adver-
tisements of all other routers by flooding. From the topology
database, each router constructs a shortest path tree (SPT) with
itself as the root. A routing table can be constructed from the
SPT and points out a lower-cost route (such as a route has a
short delay) to each destination in a routing area (e.g., an OSPF
area). Each router should update its routing table quickly to
maintain QoS of networks whenever the network topology is
modified [6], [7]. The updated routing table should provide the
shortest packet delivery path, thereby reducing the transmission
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time of a packet from source to destination. In this way, the
efficient rebuilding of an SPT in response to network topology
change can improve packet delivery routing speeds.

Considerable work [8]–[10] has already been done on path
determination in network routing with many routing protocols
being studied and used in practical networks and with the short-
est path derivation problem as a subject of continual research in-
terest [11], like building cost-effective SPTs [12]. Efficient SPT
construction is relevant to many research areas besides unicast
routing protocols, in ad hoc mobile networks [13], transporta-
tion models, the robot motion planning [14], and VLSI design,
to name just a few.

An SPT can be constructed using well-known static algo-
rithms, such as the Dijkstra algorithm [15] and the Bellman-
Ford algorithm [16] for a graph with negative weight edges
(without negative loops). However, the Dijkstra algorithm is
very inefficient when the occurrence of link state changes in a
network requires the update of only a small part of an old SPT.
Methods that make use of static algorithms require every router
to recompute the whole SPT whenever there is a single link state
change and this in turn requires that the router’s routing table be
completely scanned and updated. In most cases the new router
SPT is a little or not at all different from its precursor. Using sta-
tic algorithms to update an old SPT incurs a lot of unnecessary
computation and routing table entry replacements. A complete
reconstruction of a new SPT may further cause some undesir-
able traffic load fluctuation inside a particular route [17]. Thus,
it is crucial that algorithms to dynamically update SPT be intro-
duced to more efficiently handle link state changes in a network.

Dynamic updating procedures have been applied in a num-
ber of responses to the inefficiency of static SPT update meth-
ods. Dynamic updating has been analyzed in terms of all-pairs
nodes [18], or in the environment of replacing a failing edge on
an existing SPT [19]. [20] sought to reduce computation times
by separating the weight-increase and weight-decrease opera-
tions. The weight-decrease operation is more complicated and
has been fully addressed in [21]. [20] and [22] succeeded in re-
ducing computation times compared to static methods, however,
their approaches involved excessive computation. [23] is an im-
proved version appeared of the work of [22], presenting an al-
gorithm based on a ball and string model where an edge weight
change corresponds to the length change of a string, however,
it is not clear how this algorithm is applied when edge weights
change in a graph with negative weight edges. An additional
drawback is that it produces some redundant computation be-
cause its update process enqueues unnecessary edges in a dy-
namically refreshing queue.

This paper proposes a new dynamic shortest path tree (DSPT)
algorithm for updating an old SPT to a new one when the link
states of a network are assigned new weights. The efficiency of
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the DSPT algorithm is demonstrated by an analysis of the prob-
ability of the relevant edges that contribute to the construction of
a new SPT. This probability is shown in an arbitrary tree model
since the nodes to be updated are linked in a tree structure when
the weight of one edge increases. DSPT displays a number of
advantages. It engages with far fewer edges than any other al-
gorithm in the literature and not only reduces the computational
complexity required to update an old SPT, it also maintains the
routing table stability. DSPT is less complex than other dynamic
SPT update algorithms. Further, although in this paper we de-
scribe it in the context of a network topology change where the
weight of only a single edge changes, it may just as easily be ap-
plied in a context of multiple link weight changes. Finally, the
proposed algorithm can also be extended to allow the rebuilding
of new SPTs for graphs with negative weight edges. The exper-
imental results show that, compared with the algorithm in [23],
the number of edges put into a queue is reduced by up to 31.5%,
and the time required to search for the minimum value edge from
the same queue is reduced by up to 27.6% by applying the new
algorithm.

In Section II, we will provide an example that both illus-
trates the redundant computation inherent in previous work and
demonstrates for the theoretical bases of the proposed algorithm.
In Section III, the probability of an edge contributed in the new
SPT, which is modeled as the number of vertices kept in a tree, is
explored to provide theoretical principles. In Section IV, some
definitions and notations used in this paper are given, then the
new DSPT algorithm is described in detail. Section V analyzes
the theoretical bounds of the DSPT algorithm on asymptotic
computational complexity. In Section VI, we present the exper-
imental results. Section VII offers the concluding remarks. In
the Appendix, we prove the correctness of the DSPT algorithm.

II. DYNAMICALLY GENERATING A NEW SPT

Before formally describing the dynamic SPT algorithm, we
provide an example, to illustrate how a dynamic update process
generates a new SPT. Noting that in this paper edges in a graph
are depicted as unidirectional, Fig. 1 depicts a situation in which
the weight of one edge becomes larger. The whole graph rep-
resents a network topology and the nodes are labeled A to P ,
representing routers. The weight of a link between two nodes
denotes the link state cost between different routers (for exam-
ple, network traffic delay). If an edge e is u → v, node u is
the source node of edge e and node v is the end node. The ex-
isting SPT for the given graph with a root on A is composed
of all directed bold edges. The shortest distance of a node is the
summation of the weight of all edges on the shortest path, which
starts from node A and goes through bold edges till arrives at the
node itself. The number inside each node indicates the shortest
distance from the source node A.

When the weight of the edge (C, G) increases from 7 to
17, the new SPT must be rebuilt. The shortest paths of nodes
outside the area enclosed within the dotted lines can remain
unchanged in the new SPT because the shortest distance of a
node can not become smaller when the weight of an edge in-
creases. In other words, the old shortest paths of nodes (i.e.,
A, B, C, D, E, F, H, I , and M ) are legitimate in an updated

Fig. 1. The weight of edge (C, G) increased from 7 to 17.

Fig. 2. The new SPT when the weight of edge (C, G) increased from 7
to 17.

new SPT and, as a result, a dynamic update process saves com-
putation time. It is necessary, however, to modify the shortest
paths from the source node A to nodes enclosed within the dot-
ted line. These nodes are all descendants of node G (including
G itself) in the old SPT.

Fig. 2 shows the new SPT. We will figure out how nodes
G, J, K, N, O, and P are updated. If the shortest paths to them
follow the same routes as in the old SPT, the shortest dis-
tances will increase by 10. We can choose other alternative paths
through nodes beyond the bounded area to make their shortest
distances increased smaller than 10. There may exist several in-
coming edges to nodes G, J, K, N , and P . Every incoming edge
defines a new shortest distance to its end node. The incoming
edge that incorporates the smallest increment should be inves-
tigated. For example, edge (C, G) and (B, G) can both reach
node G. It is obvious that if the shortest path to node G goes
through the former edge, the shortest distance to node G will
increase by 10, while through the latter edge by 2. That im-
plies edge (B, G) should be investigated during the updating
process whereas edge (C, G) should not. Table 1 lists all edges
that should be investigated in the second row. In the new SPT,
we should update the end nodes of those edges. There is no in-
coming edge to node O from outside and we do not include node
O in the table.

Table 1 contains information on the nodes to be updated. The
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Table 1. Edges connected to nodes to be updated that may contribute to the change of the new SPT.

Nodes to be updated G J K N P
Incoming edge (B, G) (F, J) (H, K) (I, N) (M, P )
Increased distance 2 4 0 3 5
Contribution Yes No Yes No No

first row in Table 1 lists all these nodes. The second row shows
an incoming edge to a node. In the third row, we show the in-
creased distance from the source node A to the node in the first
row if the new shortest path goes through the edge in the second
row. The fourth row indicates whether the edge in the second
row contributes to the construction of the new SPT. The edge
in the second row makes the smallest increment to its end node
among all incoming edges. If an edge in the second row is in-
cluded in the new SPT, that edge is denoted by Y es. Otherwise,
a No is denoted. Among all nodes (G, J, K, N, O, and P ) to
be updated, node K can have the new smallest increment via
its incoming edge (H, K) by 0. All descendants of node K (K
and P ) in the old SPT can reach new shortest distances via the
shortest path from node A to node H and the edge (H, K) with-
out any extra increments. We can update node G, J, N, O by
choosing new paths through edge (B, G) and their new shortest
distances increase by 2. The significant Edge is defined in this
paper as the edge only in the new SPT but not in the old SPT.
In our dynamic algorithm, an edge becomes a significant edge
when it is extracted from an edge set Q. In this example, we
observe that only edge (H, K) and (B, G) are significant edges.
These significant edges have their contributions denoted as Yes
in the fourth row in Table 1.

A dynamic update method is proposed in [23] to get a new
SPT. When the weight of edge (C, G) increases from 7 to 17 as
in Fig. 1, the method in [23] requires all edges in the second row
in Table 1 to be added into a queue Q. Q is an edge list that
contains edges and their related information. Using the edge list
Q, the update process will extract an edge that has the minimum
increased value (using the same definition as the value for edges
shown in the third row in Table 1) from Q and perform modifi-
cations, such as updating SPT and extracting other edges. The
process terminates when the edge set Q is empty. The nodes to
be updated and their related edges involved in [23] are modeled
as in Fig. 3(a). Every incoming edge has a weight to show the
increment to the shortest distance of its end node if the shortest
path goes through it. The data inside the node is the smallest in-
creased value among all its incoming edges. The method in [23]
will initially insert all 5 incoming edges in Fig. 3(a) into Q and
at the end of the updating process these 5 edges will be removed
from Q.

To reduce redundancy, we can only input edges to Q that are
significant edges. For other edges that would not be used to con-
struct the new SPT (such as edges (M, P ),(F, J), and (I, N)),
we save computations by avoiding the action of inputting them
into the edge set Q first and removing them later. If the incoming
edge is kept only if its increased value is smaller than its ancestor
nodes, the new transformed graph from Fig. 3(a) is in Fig. 3(b).
The data for each node is the smallest value either from the in-
crements of its incoming edges, or from its own parent node.
The transformation can be easily obtained following a depth-

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Nodes with one incoming edge to denote the possible smallest
increment, and (b) two significant edges for five nodes to be updated.

first-search (DFS) sequence, which is realized by a comparison
of its parent’s value and the smallest increased value among its
all incoming edges. If the edge list Q only consists of incoming
edges as in Fig. 3(b) (only 2 compared with 5 in Fig. 3(a)), the
computation time for adding edges to Q, searching for the edge
with the minimum increased value, and extracting related edges
from Q will be reduced.

III. PROBABILITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we build models to demonstrate the proba-
bility of an incoming edge to one node becoming a significant
edge. When there is an edge weight increment, all nodes to be
updated form a subtree that is a part of the old SPT (e.g., nodes
G, J, K, N, O, and P construct a tree with the root at node G
following the old SPT in Fig. 1). The tree model has been an-
alyzed first as the simplest linear graph, then with a complete
binary tree, and finally using an arbitrary tree. From the prob-
ability results, we conclude the average number of nodes to be
kept in a common situation. The average number of nodes re-
flects the average number of edges to be extracted from Q dur-
ing a dynamic update process in the DSPT algorithm. Because
it is impossible to determine the exact bound of nodes to be
updated before the exploration of dynamic update when there
is an edge weight decrement, the proposed DSPT algorithm in
Section IV does not incorporate the tree model analysis to han-
dle edge weight decrements in a network topology change. The
probability in the tree model can be successfully applied in the
computation time analysis of dynamic SPT update to handle
edge weight increments.

A. Linear Graph

Consider first a simple model as a linear graph structure, as
depicted in Fig. 4. Suppose that each node ai has a random value
xi uniformly distributed between 1 and m. This value repre-
sents the smallest increment among all incoming edges to node
ai. It follows the same concept as the data inside each node in
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Fig. 4. A linear graph model and the value of each node is randomly
distributed between 1 and m.

Fig. 3(a). Given n nodes (a1, a2, · · ·, an) in a linear graph, let
node a1 be the source node (the root). Node ai is kept when its
value is smaller than the values of all its ancestors. If a node
is kept, its corresponding incoming edge contributes to the re-
building of a new SPT and should be input into the edge list Q
where the edge is a significant edge. The average number of
nodes that are kept reflects the average queue length (how many
edges) of a constructed Q.

Lemma 1: Let pi be the probability that node i is kept, then
pi < 1/i for i > 1.

Proof: Let vi be a random variable for node ai. vi = 1
when node ai is kept, and vi = 0 otherwise. The expected value
of vi is E(vi). Let xi denote the random value for node ai.
Then, pi = E(vi) = Prob(xi < min(x1, x2, · · ·, xi−1)).

We know that ∀i, xi is a uniformly distributed integer from
1 to m. When xi = j, node i is kept if ∀k < i, xk is a value
between j + 1 and m. This implies there are (m − j)i−1 cases
for xi = j and vi = 1. Thus, the number of all cases for vi = 1
(node i is kept) is

∑m
j=1(m− j)i−1 since the value of xi can be

from 1 to m. The number of all possible cases is mi because the
first i nodes (from a1 to ai) can take any random values from 1
to m.

Because
∑m

j=1(m − j)i−1 <
∫ m

1
xi−1dx < mi

i , we have

E(vi) =
�m

j=1(m−j)i−1

mi < mi

mii = 1/i. �

From Lemma 1, we know that the probability of a node to be
kept is related to its position in the sequence of a linear graph.
We always keep the first node and thus p1 = 1.

Theorem 1: Given a linear graph with n nodes, the average
number of nodes to be kept is ln n + 1.

Proof: Let V be a random variable representing the num-
ber of nodes to be kept in a linear graph. Let vi be a random
variable for node ai. vi = 1 when node ai is kept, and other-
wise vi = 0.

It follows that V =
∑n

i=1 vi. The expected value of V is
E(V ) = E(

∑n
i=1 vi) ≤ ∑n

i=1 E(vi). By Lemma 1, we know
∀i > 1, E(vi) < 1/i and E(v1) = 1. Thus,

∑n
i=1 E(vi) <

1+1/2+· · ·+1/n. In [24], it is proved that
∑n

i=1 1/i ≤ ln n+1.
Therefore, E(V ) < ln n + 1. �

From Theorem 1, we know that if nodes to be updated are in
a linear-graph structure, the average number of nodes to be kept
is no more than ln n + 1. If a node is kept, its incoming edge
to the node should be input to the edge list Q. In other words,
only a small number of edges should be in Q when nodes to
be updated satisfy the linear-graph model. Therefore, we can
remove many redundant edges in Q (thus Q has a short queue
length) and greatly decrease the computation time required to
add and delete edges and find the minimum value from the edge
list Q.

Fig. 5. A complete binary tree model.

B. Complete Binary Tree

A tree T is denoted as an n-tree if every vertex has at most
n offspring. The binary tree is a 2-tree. If all vertices of T ,
other than the leaves, have exactly n offspring, we say that T
is a complete n-tree. A complete binary tree model is shown
in Fig. 5 to analyze the probability of nodes to be kept. Each
node has the same property as in Fig. 4. Let the level of the root
node be 0. Each child of the root is a level 1 node. The next
generation is level 2 node and so forth. The depth of the tree in
Fig. 5 is 2.

Given a complete binary tree with depth k, from Lemma 1 we
know that the probability of keeping a node in level i is smaller
than 1/(i + 1). The number of all nodes in the complete binary
tree is N = 2k+1 − 1.

Theorem 2: Given a complete binary tree with depth k and
the number of all nodes N is 2k+1 − 1, the average number of
nodes to be kept is N

k−1 for k ≥ 2.
Proof: We prove the theorem by induction. Let pi be the

probability to keep nodes in the ith level. Thus, p0 = 1 and
∀i > 0, pi < 1/(i + 1). The number of nodes in the ith level is
Ni = 2i. Let X be the random variable representing the number
of nodes to be kept.

1. Induction base: For k = 2 as in Fig. 5, N = 7. The
expected value of X is E(X) =

∑2
i=0 piNi < 1 + 2 ×

1
2 + 4 × 1

3 = 3 1
3 , which is smaller than 7

k−1 = 7.
For k = 3, N = 15. The expected value of X is E(X) =
∑3

i=0 piNi < 1 + 2× 1
2 + 4× 1

3 + 8× 1
4 = 5 1

3 , which is
smaller than 15

k−1 = 7.5.
For k = 4, N = 31. The expected value of X is E(X) =
∑4

i=0 piNi < 1+2× 1
2 +4× 1

3 +8× 1
4 +16× 1

5 = 8 8
15 ,

which is smaller than 31
k−1 = 10 1

3 .
2. Induction hypothesis: Let k = m and m is an arbitrary

natural number, m ≥ 4 and N = 2m+1 − 1. Assume that
the average number of nodes to be kept is N

k−1 = 2m+1−1
m−1 .

3. Induction step: When k = m + 1, pm+1 < 1
m+2 ,

Nm+1 = 2m+1, and N = 2m+2 − 1. The expected value

E(X) ≤ (
m∑

i=0

Ni)
1

m − 1
+ Nm+1pm+1

≤ 1
m − 1

(2m+1 − 1) + 2m+1 1
m + 2

= (
1

m − 1
+

1
m + 2

)2m+1 − 1
m − 1

<
1
m

(2m+2 − 1) =
N

m
=

N

k − 1
(for m ≥ 4)

�
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) The probability of keeping nodes for a complete binary tree,
and (b) the probability of keeping nodes with a logarithm axis.

Theorem 2 indicates that the probability of keeping a node is
smaller than 1/(k−1) given a complete binary tree with a depth
of k. This implies that when the value of each incoming edge
is randomly distributed to those N nodes among all incoming
edges, only a small part (N/(k − 1) of N incoming edges) is
useful for rebuilding the new SPT. In Fig. 6(b), a binary tree
depth is measured by the logarithm axis. Fig. 6 shows that when
the tree depth is k, the probability for a node to be kept is close to
1/(k − 1). When the tree depth becomes larger, the probability
is very small.

C. Arbitrary Tree

Theorem 3: Given a complete n-tree with depth k, the av-
erage number of nodes to be kept is

∑k
i=0

ni

i+1 for k ≥ 1 and
n ≥ 2.

Proof: Let pi be the probability to keep nodes in the ith
level. Thus, p0 = 1 and ∀i > 0, pi < 1/(i + 1). The number
of nodes in the ith level is Ni = ni and the number of all nodes
in the tree is N =

∑k
i=0 ni. Let X be the random variable

representing the number of nodes to be kept. Thus, we have

E(X) =
k∑

i=0

piNi <

k∑

i=0

Ni
1

i + 1
=

k∑

i=0

ni

i + 1
.

�

Given an arbitrary n-tree T1 with N nodes, we can construct
a balanced n-tree T2 by moving a vertex upward such that the
height of T2 is k and all vertices from level 0 to level k− 2 have
n offspring. The number of nodes to be kept in T2 compared
with in T1 is non-decreasing because, according to Lemma 1, a
vertex moving upward to the root of T2 does not decrease the
probability. T2 is a balanced tree with N vertices and depth k,
which means

nk − 1
n − 1

< N ≤ nk+1 − 1
n − 1

.

Hence, we have

k = �logn[N(n − 1) + 1]� − 1.

T2 is a tree that contains a sub-complete n-tree with depth
k−1. The number of vertices in level k is N− nk−1

n−1 . From The-

orem 3, the average number of nodes to be kept is
∑k−1

i=0
ni

i+1 +
N−nk−1

n−1
k+1 . Thus, we have the following Corollary.

Corollary 1: Given an arbitrary n-tree with N nodes (n ≥
2), the average number of nodes to be kept is

∑k−1
i=0

ni

i+1 +
N−nk−1

n−1
k+1 and k = �logn[N(n − 1) + 1]� − 1.

IV. THE DSPT ALGORITHM

In this section, we will first give some definitions and no-
tations, and then present the DSPT algorithm to be applied to
dynamically update an old SPT so that it becomes a new SPT.
We also explain how the DSPT algorithm works in detail to han-
dle a link state change. When the network topology change is
composed of multiple link state modifications, it is possible to
extend the DSPT algorithm to efficiently solve the dynamic SPT
update problem.

A. Definitions and Notations

The following provides the definitions and notations to be
used in the remainder of this paper. Let G = (V, E, w) denote a
directed graph where V is the set of nodes, E is the set of edges
and w represents the weight of each edge in E in the graph. G
contains no negative-weight edges. Let S(G) ∈ V denote the
source node in the graph G. We use w(e) to denote the weight
for each directed edge e ∈ E and use w′(e) to denote the new
weight. Every node in a shortest path tree (SPT) can be reached
from S(G) through a unique directed path that has edges only
on the SPT. The length or distance of a directed path is the sum
of the weights of all edges on the path.

We define the following notations for a node i. Given an edge
e : i → j, i is the source node and j is the end node of e. Let
S(e) be the source node of edge e (S(e) = i) and E(e) be the
end node (E(e) = j). Node i is the parent of node j if i is the
source node and j is the end node of an edge e that belongs to
the SPT. Let P (i) be its parent node and D(i) be its shortest
distance. The value of D(i) is calculated by the length of the
unique path from the source node S(G) to node i in an SPT. For
an edge e with a new weight w′(e), let d = D(i)+w′(e)−D(j),
where d represents the increased value to node j if the shortest
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path to node j via the shortest path from S(G) to node i and
the edge e. The value of d can be negative if the weight of edge
decreases. The descendants of a node i are all nodes that are
reachable from i only through edges in a given SPT. We use
des(i) to denote the node set that comprises descendants of node
i and itself.

A tree is consecutively changed during below DSPT dynamic
algorithm to handle an edge weight change. The initial shortest
path tree (SPT) can be gotten by the static method of Dijkstra
algorithm [15] (for graphs without negative weight edges) or
the Bellman-Ford algorithm [16] (for graphs without negative-
weight cycles). Whenever a network topology change happens,
a dynamic update process can update an old SPT to a new
SPT. In the dynamic update process of the DSPT algorithm, we
change the structure of the old SPT by re-configuring the parent-
child relationships among nodes. The final new SPT holds once
the algorithm terminates. A tree in the updating stage is called
the temporary SPT in the paper.

Given a node set N , we define the following edge sets
Source_part{N} and End_part{N}.

Definition 1: Given a graph G = (V, E, w) and a node
set N (N ⊆ V ), let Source_part{N} be an edge set (⊆
E) and Source_part{N} = { e| S(e) ∈ N, E(e) /∈ N };
let End_part{N} be an edge set (⊆ E) and End_part{N} =
{ e| E(e) ∈ N, S(e) /∈ N }.

From Definition 1 and Fig. 1, suppose that N = {G, J, K, N,
O, P}. Then, Source_part{N} and End_part{N} are as fol-
lowing:
Source_part{N} = {(G, D), (G, F ), (G, H), (J, I)} and

End_part{N}={(C, G),(E, G),(F, J),(H, K),(I, N),(M, P )}.

B. DSPT Algorithm Specification

The DSPT algorithm maintains an edge list Q and a node
list M to dynamically update an old SPT. Each element in Q
is configured by the form {e, min_inc} where e denotes the
edge and min_inc denotes the increased value to the shortest
distance of node E(e) given that the new shortest path goes
through e. When the weight of an edge increases, M is used
to denote a node set. One advantage of using M is to facilitate
an easy computation of the new SPT. Every node to be updated
is added to M . Given a node v ∈ M , there is an increased value
M.v.inc attached. M.v.inc is the smallest incremental value of
its incoming edges. Another advantage of using the node list
M is that it ensures there are not two units in Q with the same
min_inc.

We conduct the dynamic update process of the DSPT algo-
rithm based on the edge list Q. Whenever an edge e needs to be
put into edge list Q, an instruction Enqueue(Q, {e, min_inc})
is executed. If the end node of edge e is already in Q, the new
element {e, min_inc} will replace the old one when the new
min_inc is a smaller value. The replacement proceeds with the
min_inc value comparison. The instruction Extract(Q) se-
lects the element {e, min_inc} that has the smallest min_inc
and removes it from Q. The extracted edge e becomes the sig-
nificant edge in the DSPT algorithm. In the case of an edge
weight decrement when two or more units contain the same

Algorithm 1 DSPT algorithm

Step 1: From G = (V, E)→ SPT /∗ using a static Dijkstra algorithm ∗/
Step 2: wait until one edge e : i→ j

1: if w′(e) > w(e) and e ∈ SPT then
2: d = w′(e)−w(e) /∗ case 1: one edge weight increased ∗/
3: go to Step 3
4: else if w′(e) < w(e) and D(i) + w′(e) < D(j) then
5: d = D(i) + w′(e)−D(j) /∗ case 2: one edge weight decreased ∗/
6: go to Step 4
7: else
8: go to Step 2
9: end if
Step 3 : /∗ for one edge weight increased ∗/
1: Initialization
2: M ← j, M.j.inc = d, Enqueue(Q,{e, d}), /∗ ∀v ∈ des(j) are up-

dated ∗/
3: if v ∈ des(j), following the sequence of DFS from node j in SPT then
4: min_inc = MIN{D(S(e)) + w(e) − D(E(e))} where E(e) =

v & S(e) /∈ des(j)
5: if min_inc < M.v.inc then
6: Enqueue(Q,{e, min_inc}), M.v.inc = min_inc
7: end if
8: if k is the direct child of v in SPT then
9: M ← k, M.k.inc = M.v.inc
10: end if
11: end if
12: for Q �= ∅ do
13: {e1, min_inc} ← Extract(Q), P (E(e1)) = S(e1), /∗ temporary

SPT is altered ∗/
14: ∀v ∈ des(E(e1)), D(v) = D(v) + min_inc, /∗ all descendants of

E(e1) updated ∗/
15: Remove edges from Q, which have end nodes belonging to des(E(e1))
16: Remove v from M
17: if e ∈ Source_part{des(E(e1))} & e ∈ End_part{M} then
18: min_inc = D(S(e)) + w(e)−D(E(e))
19: if min_inc < M.E(e).inc then
20: M.E(e).inc = min_inc /∗ update the old information in Q ∗/
21: Enqueue(Q,{e, min_inc})
22: end if
23: end if
24: end for
25: Go to Step 2

Step 4 : /∗ for one edge weight decreased ∗/
1: Initialization /∗ descendent nodes of j are updated once ∗/
2: ∀v ∈ des(j), D(v) = D(v) + d, P (j) = i /∗ d < 0 ∗/
3: if S(e) ∈ des(j) then
4: min_inc = D(S(e)) + w(e)−D(E(e))
5: if min_inc < 0 then
6: Enqueue(Q,{e, min_inc})
7: end if
8: end if
9: for Q �= ∅ do
10: {e1, min_inc} ← Extract(Q), P (E(e1)) = S(e1)
11: ∀v ∈ des(E(e1)), D(v) = D(v) + min_inc
12: Remove edges from Q, which have end nodes belonging to des(E(e1))
13: if e ∈ Source_part{des(E(e1))} then
14: min_inc = D(S(e)) + w(e)−D(E(e))
15: if min_inc < 0 then
16: Enqueue(Q,{e, min_inc})
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: Go to Step 2

smallest min_inc in Q, the one that has a smaller D(E(e))
will be extracted first. If there is a tie, we arbitrarily choose
one. Whenever the node S(e1) becomes the parent of E(e1) in
the continuously changed temporary SPT, which is denoted by
P (E(e1)) = S(e1), the node E(e1) automatically turns out to
be a child of node S(e1).

Algorithm 1 shows the DSPT algorithm. To get the new
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SPT, we exploit two operations depending on whether the edge
weight has increased or decreased. One operation deals with an
edge weight increment and the other for an edge weight decre-
ment. The reason for the separated update operations is for a
faster building of a new SPT. When an edge e : i → j has a
larger weight, only nodes des(j) in the old SPT need to update
their shortest distances (or parent nodes). In this situation of
an edge weight increment, the node list M is used. The pur-
pose of this is to reduce the computation time required to add
and remove elements and to search for the minimum min_inc
from Q. However, when an edge e : i → j has a smaller
weight, we do not know the exact range of nodes to be re-
freshed before the realization of the new SPT. In this situation of
an edge weight decrement, all nodes in des(j) can be updated
once with smaller shortest distances. The decreased shortest dis-
tances of nodes in des(j) can make their connecting neighbors
to attain smaller shortest distances too. Thus, the effect of dis-
tance decrements can be propagated further to impact more con-
nected nodes. Whenever the update process ends for a network
topology change, the DSPT algorithm waits at Step 2 for another
topology variance.

C. Explanation of the DSPT Algorithm

To help understand the DSPT algorithm, a simple example
is shown in Fig. 7 in Section V-B and the following provides a
brief description of how this algorithm works. In the DSPT al-
gorithm, Step 1 adopts a static Dijkstra algorithm to obtain the
initial shortest path tree from a known graph G with S(G) as
its source node. At Step 2, whenever there is a weight change
for edge e : i → j, DSPT determines whether it is necessary
to update the old SPT. Only under case 1 and case 2 (as shown
in Algorithm 1), it is necessary to go to Step 3 and Step 4, re-
spectively, to create a new SPT. d is the increased (or decreased)
value of edge e.

Step 3 deals with the situation that the weight of an edge in
an old SPT becomes larger. Since we know exactly the set of
nodes to be updated, the DSPT algorithm introduces a node set
M to contain them. In M , each node has a value that repre-
sents an increment to its old shortest distance. This value is the
smallest value either from its parent node, or from its incoming
edges. During the initialization phase, M consists of all poten-
tial nodes to be updated. Node j is first input to M along with
the increased value d. Then, all nodes in des(j) are examined
by the sequence of DFS from the root node j in the old SPT.
The first node assigned to v is node j and has its initial value
M.j.inc. The incoming edges of each node v ∈ des(j), exclud-
ing those having source nodes in des(j), are measured with the
increased value of D(S(e))+w(e)−D(E(e)). The edge e with
the smallest increased value (min_inc) is selected. This min-
imum value min_inc is compared with M.v.inc. If min_inc
is smaller, edge e is added to the edge list Q and M.v.inc is
updated. Subsequently, the direct child k of node v in the tem-
porary SPT has the same inc value as v in M . This initialization
process ensures that every edge in the edge list Q has a smaller
increased value than any of its ancestors. At the end of the ini-
tialization, Q consists of useful edges (including all significant
edges) for the second phase.

The second phase of Step 3 ends when Q is empty. If Q
is empty, the dynamic update process terminates since the new
SPT has already been built and the DSPT algorithm will move
to Step 2 to wait for another edge weight change. Otherwise, we
will extract the edge (e1) with the minimum value (min_inc)
from Q. Once e1 is chosen, its source node S(e1) becomes the
parent of the end node E(e1) in the maintained SPT. All de-
scendants des(E(e1)) can attain their new shortest distances by
adding min_inc to their old ones. Moreover, any edge in Q with
end node belonging to des(E(e1)) should be removed. The up-
dated nodes will be removed from M too. In addition, edges
that have source nodes in des(E(e1)) and end nodes in M are
checked because they may allow some nodes in M to achieve
even smaller shortest distance increments. These edges need be
added to the edge list Q to continue the dynamic update process.

In Step 4, the DSPT algorithm yields a new SPT when the
weight of an edge e : i → j decreases. Because we cannot
know which node needs to be updated before the conducting of
the update process, the node list M is no longer used. During the
initialization, all nodes in des(j) are updated once as their old
distances increased by d (d is a negative value). Node i becomes
the new parent of node j. We notice that all edges with source
nodes in des(j) are potential significant edges that could lessen
the shortest distances of nodes outside the subtree des(j). Edge
e with the minimum increased (i.e., maximum decreased) value
min_inc is selected to its end node E(e). If min_inc is below
0, edge e and its accompanied value min_inc are added to the
edge list Q. The edge list Q is created to contain all significant
edges. The update process, which is similar to Step 3, terminates
when Q is empty.

D. Multiple Link Weight Changes

The DSPT algorithm in Section IV-B does not address the
problem of multiple link weight changes to derive a new SPT.
It is very inefficient to update SPT if we take care of one single
weight change after another. However, with the edge classifica-
tion according to its weight change, the DSPT algorithm can be
efficiently applied to solve this problem. It is required to clas-
sify edges into two groups at Step 2 in Algorithm 1. Group 1
consists of weight increased edges that meet case 1 and group 2
consists of weight decreased edges that meet case 2. A tempo-
rary SPT from an outdated SPT will be built after the dynamic
update operations to handle edges in group 2. Then, the update
process will continue to attain the final SPT for edges in group
1 based on the temporary SPT.

The dynamic update process deals with edges in group 2 first.
All edges in group 2 paired with their decreased value d are
included in the edge list Q, which has the same definition as the
Q in Step 4. Based on the old SPT and Q, a temporary SPT can
be built through the update iteration procedure as in the second
phase in Step 4 in the DSPT algorithm.

When we finish the updates from an old STP to a temporary
SPT for edges in group 2, we move to deal with edges in group
1. Edges in group 1 will be re-verified to meet the requirement
of case 1 on the temporary SPT. Some can be removed because
their end nodes already realize their smaller shortest distances
via alternative paths. Among all remaining edges in group 1,
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an edge e1 : i1 → j1, which makes its end node j1 to obtain
a new smallest shortest distance D(j1), will be extracted. We
arbitrarily choose one from two or more edges if via them their
end nodes can have the same smallest shortest distance. We cre-
ate a node list M1 that equals des(j1) in the temporary SPT.
Given a node v ∈ M1, let M1.v.inc = w′(e1) − w(e1). Then,
we continue to extract another edge e2 : i2 → j2 from group 1
that has the smallest distance value D(j2). We create a node list
M2 following the same rule to create M1. Let M = M1 ∪ M2

where ∀v ∈ M , M.v.inc = M1.v.inc+M2.v.inc. If v is not in
M1, then M1.v.inc = 0. If v is not in M2, then M2.v.inc = 0.
When group 1 is empty after the extraction of all edges, the node
list M can be built as M = M1 ∪ M2 ∪ · · · . M comprise all
nodes to be updated and those nodes are in some subtrees. We
conduct the instructions in the for loop at the initialization part
in Step 3 as in Algorithm 1 for each subtree and the edge list
Q can be obtained accordingly. From M , Q and the temporary
SPT after the update of edges in group 2, the dynamic update
procedure for handling multiple edge weight increments is the
same as the second part in Step 3 in the DSPT algorithm. When
the update procedure finishes, the final new SPT is achieved.

V. ALGORITHMIC COMPLEXITY AND
APPLICATION

After the algorithm complexity illustration of the DSPT algo-
rithm we extend this algorithm to be applied to obtain a new SPT
in a graph with negative weight edges. The DSPT algorithm has
less computation time compared with previous work. We also
show the application of DSPT in a complicated situation that a
graph contains negative weight edges without negative cycles.

A. Algorithm Complexity

This subsection illustrates the theoretical bounds of the com-
plexity of the DSPT algorithm. As discussed previously with a
single edge weight change, in most cases it is necessary to up-
date only a small part of the old SPT. Hence, the new dynamic
algorithm will be less complex than a static algorithm in most
cases. Note that in the worst case, a dynamic algorithm may not
make any improvements compared to a static algorithm, like us-
ing Dijkstra algorithm to get a new SPT. The complexity of the
proposed algorithm is measured using the following metrics:

• The total number of comparisons for all edges that are con-
necting to a node to be updated, from which the edge with
the minimum increased value is put into Q.

• The total number of comparisons required to extract edges
with the minimum increased value from Q.

• The total number of computations to update nodes and re-
move edges from Q.

To accurately derive the algorithm complexity for the dy-
namic update of old SPTs, let t be the total number of nodes
that are updated. We can assume that an updated node has either
a new shortest distance, or a new parent node in the new SPT, or
both. Let tp denote the total number of new edges in the newly
constructed SPT. A new edge is an edge that either does not be-
long to the old SPT or that has a new weight. It is obvious that
tp ≤ t and tp represent the number of significant edges in the
DSPT algorithm. The value of t and tp are related only to the

network topology, the old SPT and the edge with a new weight.
Let tr be the number of edges that have been put into Q during
the dynamic update process in DSPT. Usually, tr is close to tp
and tp ≤ tr ≤ t. Given a graph G that represents the whole net-
work topology, let Nmax be the maximum node degree. If Et is
the number of incident edges connecting to t updated nodes, Et

should be O(Nmaxt).
The DSPT algorithm removes lots of redundant computa-

tions due to its unique updating process. In the DSPT algo-
rithm, we check the incoming edges for those t nodes and select
edges whose values display the smallest increase (or greatest
decrease). The algorithm in [23] inserts those t possible edges
(one edge for one node) into an edge list Q. The example in
Section II and the analysis in Section III illustrate that redun-
dant edges exist among t edges in Q. Only a small part engages
in the rebuilding of a new SPT. To fully utilize this property to
reduce computation in the dynamic update process, only edges
having the least increased value smaller than all its ancestors’
are added in Q in the DSPT algorithm in the environment of
edge weight increment. Moreover, when an edge e is extracted
from Q, all nodes in des(E(e)) (a branch on the temporarily
maintained SPT) are updated once. The DSPT algorithm does
not trigger any incoming edges to nodes in des(E(e)) to be re-
peatedly shown in Q. Therefore, the number of edges added to
Q is far less than t even for the case of edge weight decrements.
In the following algorithmic complexity analysis, it is assumed
that the computation is conducted sequentially on single proces-
sor architecture.

Theorem 4: When there is only one processor to implement
the dynamic update process, the complexity of the DSPT algo-
rithm is O(tptr + Et).

Proof: First let the edge list Q be maintained in a linear ar-
ray. The DSPT algorithm can be divided into three parts: insert-
ing correlated edges to the edge list Q, extracting the edge with
the smallest value from Q, and updating nodes in the maintained
SPT and updating Q. The asymptotic complexity of edge extrac-
tion and Q update is O(tptr). Each instruction EXTRACT(Q)
and the action of removing edges from Q take time O(tr) be-
cause only tr edges are stored in Q and we extract the edge
with the smallest value. In total, we have |tp| iterations of EX-
TRACT(Q) operation and Q update behaviour. When an edge
is extracted from the edge list Q, it becomes a new edge on the
ultimate new SPT.

The asymptotic complexity of edge insertion and nodes up-
date is O(Et). An updated node must have its incident edges
examined. The edge with the least increased value is added
to Q in the algorithm. The comparison between min_inc and
M.v.inc can also be viewed as examining incident edges on the
maintained SPT to node v. Since the total number of edges con-
nected to all updated nodes is Et, there are a total of |Et| edge
examinations and each takes O(1) time. The number of nodes
updated is t and each updating takes O(1) time. Therefore, the
time consumed in terms of edge insertion and nodes update is
O(Et) + O(t) = O(Et). The running time of the entire algo-
rithm is thus O(tptr + Et). �

Obviously, tp ≤ tr ≤ t and in most cases the value of tp
and tr is much smaller than t. When a network topology has
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its edge weight increased, tr equals tp that is greatly minimized
from t by the introduced node set M in the proposed DSPT al-
gorithm. When one edge weight decreases, tr will be the total
number of edges that have a negative increased value during the
updating process. tr ≥ tp because we can not forecast the rela-
tionships among edges with negative increased values and some
of them might be redundantly inserted into Q. The example in
Section II shows tp = tr = 2 and t = 6. The probability of an
edge among t edges to be enqueued to Q is analyzed and the ex-
pected value of tr is given in a general model in Section III. This
probability is around tp

t in a practical network. In [22], there are
two dynamic approaches to creating a new SPT. One is called
First Incremental Method. Its linear Dijkstra computation time
is O(t2 +Et). The other method is Second Incremental Method.
Its linear Dijkstra computation time is O(tpt+γEt), where γ de-
notes the redundancy factor, which represents how many times
that the Second Incremental Method visits each node. This fac-
tor, although in practice very close to 1, can take values between
1 and Et. The authors improved their algorithms in [23] with
less computation time. But the complexity of the improved al-
gorithms still remains O(tpt+Et) time running, which is larger
than O(trtp + Et) in our DSPT algorithm.

Theorem 5: Using a binary search tree (data structure) to im-
plement Q, the worst-case complexity of the DSPT algorithm is
O(tr log tr + Et).

Proof: From above analysis, we know that Et denotes
the occasions when the incident edges to updated nodes are ex-
amined. Given a binary search tree of height h, any dynamic-
set operations (i.e., search, minimum, maximum, insertion, and
deletion) can run in O(h) time. In the DSPT algorithm, tr edges
are added into the edge list Q. The algorithm terminates when
all tr edge are removed from Q. Thus, the running time related
to maintaining Q is 2trO(h). In a binary search tree h = log tr.
We obtain the worst-case complexity of the DSPT algorithm by
O(tr log tr + Et). �

B. Application in a Graph with Negative Weight Edges

The new DSPT algorithm can also be efficiently applied to a
graph with negative weight edges (no negative weight cycles).
Step 1 in the DSPT algorithm should be replaced by the static
Bellman-Ford algorithm [16] to obtain an old SPT. The follow-
ing updating steps are the same as one edge weight change as in
Algorithm 1.

Given a graph with its old SPT constructed by the bold edges
as in Fig. 7(a), and the weight of edge (V, U) increased from
−2 to 4, it is necessary to update the old SPT. Since the edge
with weight increment is (V, U) and it is in the old SPT, all
descendants of node U , which are U and Y , will be updated.
The incoming edges that have the least increased value to node
U, Y are edge (Z, U) with increased value of 4 (= 6 − 2) and
edge (X, Y ) with increased value of 5 (= 7 + (−4) − (−2)),
respectively. According to the update process, U is the parent
node of Y and only one edge (Z, U) is added to the edge list
Q since edge (X, Y ) has a bigger increased value than edge
(Z, U). In other words, our algorithm only includes one edge
(Z, U) in Q. After the construction of Q, the proposed DSPT
algorithm moves to phase 2 in Step 3. Edge e1 that is (Z, U)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) The weight of edge (V, U) increased from −2 to 4, and (b)
the new SPT, in bold.

is extracted from Q. Then, the new shortest distances for all
descendants of node U (U, Y ) are increased by 4 and node Z
becomes the parent of node U in the new SPT. No more edges
would be added to Q and Q becomes null. Thus, we update all
nodes and the new SPT is in Fig. 7(b) (the bold edges construct
the new SPT).

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we will compare the DSPT algorithm with
the algorithm in [23] (denoted as NSPT thereafter) when one
edge weight change occurs in a graph. The major difference
between the two algorithms is that the proposed DSPT algorithm
introduces the node list M when the weight of an edge increases
and directly updates the node set des(j) when the weight of
an edge decreases. These techniques greatly reduce the time to
enqueue and dequeue edges from Q and consequently have less
time to search for the edge with the minimum value in Q. The
edge list Q is essential for the performance of the whole update
process.

A. Network Generator

The simulation was based on a randomly generated network,
which is similar to the random topology generator (RTG) soft-
ware. The simulated area for the network was a 300 × 300 grid.
All nodes were randomly distributed in this area. The probabil-
ity of an edge connecting every two nodes was determined by
(1). Suppose d is the Euclidean distance between them and the
probability is P (d),

P (d) =

{
k, if d ≤ l,

ke
l−d

l , if d > l.
(1)

The weight of each link was randomly chosen from 1 to w. If
the distance between two nodes was within l, the probability that
a link connects them was k. Otherwise, the probability would
decay exponentially according to their distance. l is defined in
terms of the normalized distance L:
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Number of occasions to derive a new SPT for edge weight
increment, and (b) number of occasions to derive a new SPT for edge
weight decrement.

l =
300√

N
L. (2)

In the simulation model, k was fixed to 0.8 and L was ad-
justed according to the network average node degree D, which
is (number of edges) × 2 ÷ (number of nodes). We maintained
D to be around 7 in different network node size. The maximum
node degree was 9.

B. Event Generation

In the simulation for a specific network size, 500 continuous
weight changes were tested based on an initialized graph. These
changes were randomly made among all edges. The new weight
of an edge could be from 1 to w and was different from the old
one. This approach simulates the weight change of a randomly
selected edge.

Among all 500 edge weight changes, the new SPT could in
some cases be the same as the old SPT. We must update an old
SPT to a new one in other cases. The criteria to carry out the
dynamic update are described in Step 2 of the DSPT algorithm.
We kept track of the computation time of the proposed DSPT al-
gorithm and the NSPT [23] algorithm whenever an update was
performed. The observed complexities of algorithms are com-
pared for the main update process, which includes:

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. (a) Comparison results for edges added and extracted from Q,
and (b) comparison results of searching for the edge with the mini-
mum value from Q.

• Adding and removing edges from edge list Q.
• Searching for the edge with the minimum value from edge

list Q.
In the DSPT algorithm, we introduce the node list M , which

consumes no more memory space than in the NSPT. Before the
adding of an edge to Q, we compare min_inc to M.v.inc us-
ing the sequence of the DFS. This comparison operation can be
viewed as checking incident edges connecting to the updated
nodes in the SPT. Thus, it does not require any more computa-
tion time and can be incorporated in the algorithm complexity
O(Et).

C. Performance Results

We used randomly generated edge weight changes to verify
different algorithms. Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), respectively, illustrate
the number of occasions it was necessary to update an old SPT
for edge weight increment and decrement. No matter what the
network size was, which could have number of nodes from 100
to 1500, the number of cases required to update an old SPT fluc-
tuated but was around an average value. Among all 500 contin-
uous edge weight changes in a specific network size, there were
around 110 occasions of edge weight increments that we must
dynamically update the old SPT. Moreover, there were about
100 occasions of edge weight decrements that required the up-
date of outdated SPTs. Thus, there were about 290 occasions
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Table 2. The performance comparison results between DSPT and NSPT in terms of edge weight w.

weight decrement weight increment
w cases NSPT DSPT cases NSPT DSPT

# edge # search # edge # search # edge # search # edge # search
5 78 356 297 200 219 110 1466 2395 462 661
10 94 530 761 342 667 121 1480 2339 560 819
15 103 578 640 372 537 107 1558 1953 438 568
20 111 726 1400 504 1289 114 1458 2926 530 1000

that the old SPT was still valid when an edge weight change
happened.

Fig. 9 shows the comparison results between the NSPT al-
gorithm in [23] and the proposed DSPT algorithm where pre-
liminary simulation fixed the edge weight range w as 10 (the
weight for each edge was an integer from 1 to 10) in different
network sizes. The upper curves are the NSPT algorithm’s com-
putation time while the lower curves represent the results for the
new DSPT algorithm. The x axis denotes the network size. The
y axis shows the required computation in the dynamic update
process to compute new SPTs when 500 continuous edge weight
changes occurred. Fig. 9(a) illustrates how many edges that have
been added to or removed from the edge list Q. The number of
edges involved in the NSPT algorithm was almost 3 times of the
one in the DSPT. Fig. 9(b) illustrates the computation complex-
ity to search for the edge from Q with the minimum increased
value min_inc. The new DSPT algorithm consumed about half
as much computation as the NSPT algorithm did. The simu-
lation results demonstrate that the DSPT algorithm took much
less computation time than the NSPT algorithm did in the main
update procedure.

When we performed the same experiment but using different
edge weight range w, we notice that w also plays an impor-
tant role for the computation time. Table 2 shows the results
of a comparison between the DSPT algorithm and the NSPT
algorithm in terms of w. The network node size is N = 500.
The average node degree was 6.87 and one experiment com-
prised 500 times of edge weight change. In column “cases”
under “weight decrement”, we show how often it is necessary
to update an old SPT to a new one among the total 500 times
of edge weight changes when the edge weight decrement oc-
curred. The data in the column “NSPT” is the simulation re-
sults for the NSPT algorithm while the column “DSPT” is for
the proposed DSPT algorithm in this paper. Under column “#
edge”, we show the number of edges added and extracted from
the edge list Q. The search times of the edge with the minimum
value from Q are shown in column “# search”. The data in col-
umn “weight increment” shows the simulation results when the
edge weight increment occurred. The larger the weight range
w was, the higher probability we had to update an outdated
SPT, which implied that routers inside a computer network with
heavy traffic fluctuation consumed more computation time to re-
fresh the network’s SPT (and the corresponding routing table).
The DSPT algorithm always yielded less computation load to
dynamically update an old SPT than the NSPT did. When the
weight range w equalled 5 given weight decrements, the DSPT
algorithm only introduced 56.2% (200/356) # edges and 73.7%
(219/297) # searching times related to the edge list Q compared

with NSPT. The DSPT algorithm improved performance more
obviously when edges had larger weights, where DSPT engaged
only 31.5% (462/1, 466) # edges and took 27.6% (661/2, 395)
# searching times as NSPT did.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new efficient DSPT algorithm has been pre-
sented to dynamically compute a new SPT in a network based
on its outdated SPT. The DSPT algorithm not only minimizes
the computation time, but also minimally changes the SPT struc-
ture. Thus, it removes disadvantages caused by static algorithms
for updating SPT. Compared with all other known dynamic al-
gorithms, the proposed DSPT algorithm achieves the least run-
ning time. This can be seen from the complexity analysis and
experimental results.

When rebuilding a new SPT, the DSPT algorithm always up-
dates a branch inside a maintained SPT. An efficient algorithm
must select a branch cautiously. A branch in a tree is unique
when the root vertex is chosen. The proposed DSPT algorithm
concentrates on the edge selection to determine the root to up-
date nodes in a branch and chooses edges which really con-
tribute to the construction of a new SPT. With fewer edges in
the constructed edge list Q, the computation time for the DSPT
algorithm is greatly reduced during a dynamic update process.
We use different models (from a linear graph to an arbitrary tree)
to analyze the small probability of edges that involve in the re-
building process among all incident edges that connect to all
updated nodes. The new technique facilitated by the node set
M in DSPT algorithm distinguishes the dynamic update process
from some dynamic algorithms that update one node each time,
or other dynamic algorithms that modify an entire branch but
accumulate a lot of redundant edges into Q. As a result, the im-
proved DSPT algorithm has a lower asymptotic complexity than
any other known algorithm. Furthermore, this efficient DSPT al-
gorithm can be further applied in a graph with negative weight
edges, and handle simultaneous multiple edge weight changes
for dynamic SPT updates.
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